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ABSTRACT 

To initiate voice, image, instant messaging and general multimedia communication, the Session communication must 
initiate between two participants. SIP (Session initiation protocol) is an application layer control, which task is creating 
management, and terminating this kind of Sessions. With regard to the independence of SIP from the Transport layer 
protocols, the SIP messages can be transferred on a variety of Transport layer protocols such as TCP or UDP. The 
mechanism of Retransmission, which has been embedded in SIP, is able to compensate the missing Packet loss, if 
needed. The application of this mechanism is when SIP messages are transmitted on an unreliable transmission layer 
protocol such as UDP. This mechanism, while facing with SIP proxy with overload, causes excessive filling of proxy 
queue, delays the increase of other contacts and adds the amount of the proxy overload. We in this article, while using 
UDP, as the Transport layer protocol, by regulating the Invite Retransmission Timer appropriately (T1), have improved 
the SIP functionality. Therefore, by proposing an Adaptive Timer of Invite message retransmission, we have tried to 
improve the time of Session initiation and as a result, improving the performance. The performance of the proposed SIP, 
by the SIPP software in a real network environment has been implemented and evaluated and its accuracy and perform-
ance has been demonstrated. 
 
Keywords: Reduction of Session Initiation Time; SIP (Session Initiation Protocol);  

Invite Message Retransmission Timer; Overload Reduction 

1. Introduction In simultaneous communications and two-way com-
munications such as audio and video communications, 
file transfer, exchanging instant message and general mul-
timedia sessions expressed, which the communication is 
on line, first a session must initiate among the partici- 
pants. Its most important aspects of these types of com- 
munications and especially the internet phone call con- 
tact, is signaling. This signaling is responsible for the 
task of initiating and managing of the session. One of the 
very suitable protocols in this field is SIP, which its task 
is: creating, modifying and terminating the session. One 
of the key components of the delay-sensitive applicable 
programs such as voice and image transmission by In- 
ternet is the time required to start-up the session, which is 
highly effective in Protocol efficiency. The reduction of 
this period of time causes the increase of the SIP server 
transmitting and consequently, it improves its efficiency, 

In recent years, the presence of Internet-based networks 
can be seen everywhere. This is itself has become a fac-
tor to popularize the dial-up calls via IP network. We can 
name some cases among the factors that has caused more 
welcoming of such communications. The first case is the 
economic problems, the internet phone call, especially 
for international call is much cheaper than the typical 
phone calls. The next case is the development of the IP 
communication in a variety of applied equipments. The 
personal computers connect to the internet easily and 
through different modes. Even the presence of IP in cell 
phones is also one of the factors that have caused the 
further development of Internet in comparison to the 
other technologies. Another factor is the further use of 
Packet Switched architecture instead of Circuit Switched, 
which can itself make optimum use of the resources. 
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on the other hand, it will cause more acceptability of user 
[1]. Due to the importance of this issue, some researches 
have been done, to reduce the necessary time to create 
the session in progress, which some examples are men-
tioned below. 

We in this article to improve the session initiation time 
in UDP protocol, through appropriate regulation of the 
Timer, sending of the Invite message retransmission, we 
improve the session initiation time as well as reducing 
the missed calls. 

2. Related Work 

As we can use certain servers specified for SIP, for a se- 
ssion, increasing the number of the servers, the load dis-
tribution among them or raising the servers processing 
capability can help reduce the time to initiate the session 
[1]. We should know that these changes are costly and in 
some cases difficult. Another way is using the Stateless 
mode instead of Stateful in the servers [1-3]. But this 
method has a major problem, so that a complete history 
of communication will not be available [2]. Another me- 
thod used to reduce the time used for session initiation, is 
to remove users’ authentication confirmation, which has 
the highest positive impact on reducing the time of the 
session initiation, but due to the nature of the Internet net- 
work and in some cases, the necessity of using authenti-
cation confirmation, using this method has also consid-
erable problems. On the other hand, another important 
component, which must be considered, is the percentage 
of sessions missed, which its reduction influence on the 
Protocol is evident. Generally, with regard to the com-
patibility in the interoperability, UDP is considered as the 
standard transmission protocol for SIP, but we should 
know that the other protocols such as TCP and SCTP are 
also reliable and applicable [3] (in some cases, the use of 
connection-oriented protocols are essential, for example, 
in the circumstances, which the SIP message transmis-
sion length is more than MTU [4]). Whereas, according 
to the standard, all the implementations of SIP must 
back-up TCP and UDP [5]. Now considering this issue, 
through appropriate selection of Transmission protocol 
and also by selecting UDP as Transmission layer proto-
col, by regulating SIP Timers, we can provide conditions 
to increase the protocol effectiveness, in various network 
conditions and through considering the amount of Packet 
loss and Delay and the amount of Traffic load of SIP. As 
the session initiator can determine the Transmission pro-
tocol and the responder complies with him and making 
decision for this selection is done in each Nod of the SIP 
network [6], therefore, we can take measures in each 
point of the network considering the network conditions 
for selection [7-9]. In this case, the selection is done dy-
namically and without spending certain expense we can 

increase the transmission and as a result, the high effi-
ciency [10,11]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 
3 includes an overview to improve SIP efficiency while 
using UDP. Section 4 includes Timer T1 Adaptive. Sec-
tion 5 includes estimating the Timer T1 Adaptive. 

3. To Improve SIP Efficiency While Using  
UDP 

As it has already been stated, in some cases using a con-
nection-oriented protocol such as TCP is essential as the 
Transmission layer protocol in SIP. Here we consider the 
situation that due to any reason, UDP has been consid-
ered as Transmission layer protocol for SIP. In this situa-
tion the regulations will be in a way that the efficiency of 
SIP improves. Here we also consider two important pa-
rameters are as the assessing criteria of SIP efficiency. 
The first parameter is the required time for session initia-
tion and the next parameter is the ratio of the sessions’ 
loss to the sessions’ start-up. Now we have tried to take 
actions to increase the Protocol efficiency by accurate re- 
gulating the T1 retransmission Timer on SIP, compared 
to the increase of the efficiency of the Protocol Action. 
As we know, UDP protocol is an unreliable protocol and 
a mechanism to guarantee the delivery of the messages to 
the destination does not exist. On one side, sometimes 
due to some of its advantages, it is selected as the Trans- 
mission layer protocol, which in such cases if the guar-
anteed delivery of packets to the destination is important, 
the management mechanism must be implemented in the 
applicable layer. Regarding SIP such conditions are also 
applied. For this purpose, some Timers have also been 
placed that for the time being, we will consider Timer T1, 
which is the most important ones. 

3.1. Application of Timer T1 

In SIP, some Timers have been placed to manage the mes- 
sages’ retransmission in the message loss cases, among 
which Timer T1 can be named as the most important one. 
This Timer specifies the initial amount Timer A as well 
as the amount of B Timer, and the default amount of SIP, 
is 500 milliseconds. Timer A is the Invite message re-
transmission Timer, which the following equation is be-
tween Timer A and Timer T1: 

1Timer A 2 T1J              (1) 

In this formula J is the times of Invite message re-
transmission. As we can see in the above equation, mes-
sage retransmission is in the form of a symbol of the ini-
tial amount of the Timer T1. This means, when the Invite 
message is sent, UAC for a period of A = T1 waits to 
receive a temporary reply (for example: 180 ringing) or 
final reply (200 OK) from UAS and if it doesn’t receive 
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any reply up to the end of Timer A, through using the 
formula mentioned, it will reset Timer A again and tran- 
smits Invite message again. As it is observed, at every 
stage of Invite retransmission, the amount of Timer A 
will be double, in order to increase the probability of 
receiving the reply. This action will continue as much 
(for 7 times), so that Timer B will be terminated, this 
Timer is equivalent to 64 times of Timer T1 according to 
the following formula: 

Timer B 64 T1              (2) 

As in the formula above can be observed, the amount 
timer B, is 64 times initial Timer T1, which means, after 
the elapse of this period of time and not receiving a final 
reply, Time-out will occur in UAC and the contact will 
totally drop out. Now, according to the above article on 
Timer T1 has very important impact on the messages re- 
transmission as well as contact drop-outs and its accurate 
regulating can help a lot to improve the efficiency, we 
consider regulating this Timer in the direction of impro- 
ving the average time of the sessions initiation as well as 
reducing the sessions loss. 

3.2. Test-Implementation Plan of Protocol, by  
SIPp Software—The Adjustments Done in  
SIPp Software 

SIPp is a testing tool to study the performance and also 
functionality of SIP hardware and software implementa-
tion, which has been created by HP (Hewlett Packard). 
This software is practicable on LINUX, therefore, if we 
want to be able to implement and run it on Windows; we 
have used the Cygwin software, which provides neces-
sary ports for implementation on Windows. In this soft-
ware various types of SIP scenarios can be created in 
XML language and import them. In this section, we in-
stall SIPp and Cygwin, on two separate computers. Then, 
we set a network connection between the two computers. 
One computer has been considered as UAS and another 
as UAC.  

As we have already mentioned, we must write and ap-
ply the desired SIP scenario with XML language and 
present it to SIPp. Therefore, in one computer UAS sce-
nario and in the other one the UAC is written and applied. 
These two scenarios were written in a way that through 
sending the Invite message, it starts up the session and 
through sending bye message it terminates the session. 

It should be noted that it has been tried to use the net-
work natural delay as Delay through conducting the test 
on different networks and to perform the complete tests, 
simulated Delay in SIPp software has been used. About 
implementation of Packet loss, also the exertion of Pac- 
ket loss has been used in software in SIPp software. To 
perform the tests a number of 1000 calls with a rate of 
100 calls per second have been set up. The broad band of 

the test environment has also been 4 megabytes per sec-
onds and to be able to assess SIP behavior accurately, 
only signaling traffic has been exchanged. 

Regulating Timer T1 
As it has already been noted, Timer T1 specifies the ini-
tial values of A and B Timers, which respectively have 
the task of regulating the retransmission of Invite mes-
sage and the sessions being Time-out. Therefore, ac-
cording to the above tasks, which specify the function of 
Timer T1, the following points regarding the Timer T1 
regulation are noteworthy: 
 If in the network the delay is low, the Timer T1 amo- 

unt can be reduced to prevent waiting in vain, in case 
of deterioration of the transmitted Invite message from 
UAC or temporary transmitted reply from UAS. 

 If the network delay is higher than Timer T1 default 
(which is 500 milliseconds) (such as satellite trans-
mission environment or due to sectional density), the 
Timer amount must be added to prevent retransmis-
sion and vain Invite messages, which replies are on 
the track, due to the network natural delay. 

 If the delay in receiving the reply from UAS is due to 
CPU high load in the mentioned Nod, through increa- 
sing the time of Timer T1, we can reduce the working 
load of UAS. 

 In case of the existence of Loss in the environment 
and the Invite message being lost or the temporary re- 
ply, it is better to reduce the speed of Invite message 
retransmission through increasing the time of Timer 
T1, so that through this way, congestion can be redu- 
ced. 

 If Invite messages or temporary reply reaches the 
destination defectively, it is better to take action to re- 
transmit the message Invite immediately by reducing 
the Time T1, to prevent waiting for a reply that will 
never be received. 

3.3. Study of the Delay Effect 

Here the delay effect has been evaluated when the amount 
of the network Loss has been considered zero. Therefore, 
the results obtained in this part, evaluating the Delay 
effect disregarding the Loss. This part of the experiment 
has been performed in several steps. Here we want to 
evaluate the Delay effect considering the various values 
of Timer T1, while UDP has been set up as a Transmis-
sion layer protocol. The method of assessment is in such 
a way that by average measuring the time required to 
initiate a session, the percentage of the missed calls, as 
well as the percentage of the Invite messages, which 
have been retransmitted, we have studied the perform-
ance of the protocol. It is necessary to mention that the 
amount of the retransmission of the Invite messages as a 
criterion to study the usage of the band width and also 
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the load process in UAS will be reviewed. Figure 1 
represents SST changes (Session Start-up Time) to Delay 
changes according to T1 amounts. 

As it can be observed in Figure 1 by reducing the 
amount of Timer T1, we can reduce the average time of 
the Session initiation and increase the efficiency of the 
Protocol but here a Tradeoff exists. The important issue 
is transmitting Invite messages that in situations where 
the amount of Delay is much more than the amount the 
Timer T1, retransmission is very high and it will cause a 
waste of bandwidth as well as the use of the processor in 
UAS. In Figure 2, it is obvious that by reducing the 
Timer, the amount of Invite message retransmission will 
be highly increased. In this figure we can see that the 
charts have exponential shape, which the reason is the 
exponential nature of Timer A compared to the Timer T1 
and at intervals of 2 times compared to the previous re-
transmission, at each stage, the Invite message is retrans- 
mitted. 

Another parameter, that should be considered here, is 
the rate of call drop. Figure 3 shows that in situations 
where Timer T1 is much smaller than the amount of De 
lay, it will cause loss of calls. 

3.4. The Study of Loss Effect 

The Loss effect in conditions has been evaluated that the  
 

 

Figure 1. Chart of comparing the average changes of Ses-
sion initiation time to Delay changes for different values of 
T1 in milliseconds. 
 

 

Figure 2. Chart of comparing the Invite message retrans-
mission changes to different Delay changes for various val-
ues of Timer T1 changes in seconds. 

network Delay has been considered in the minimum pos-
sibility. In these circumstances, by removing Delay effect, 
the Loss effect can solely been evaluated. therefore, the 
results obtained from this part of the tests carried only 
represent the SIP protocol behavior compared to Loss 
changes, In case of using UDP as a Transmission layer 
protocol and with respect to different values of Timer T1. 
This part of the experiment also has been carried in some 
separate stages and the results will be compared with 
each other. To do this, first UDP protocol has been set up 
as Transmission layer protocol, and then by changing the 
Loss applied, we conduct the test and study the amount 
of SST, Call drops, as well as the amount of Invite mes-
sage retransmission. It should be noted that, for each 
amount of the Loss, different values of Timer T1 has 
been tested (see Figure 4). 

It is necessary to note this point that Loss has not been 
by the simulation software and due to the network con-
gestion, therefore, it should be considered similar to the 
circumstances that the messages have reached the target 
defectively. As it is specified in Figure 5, through ana-
lyzing Timer T1, which has also been mentioned before, 
it can be found that by reducing Timer T1, in a proper 
way, the effect of losing messages on the average time of 
a session initiation can be neutralized. It is obvious that 

 

 

Figure 3. Chart of comparing the percentage of missed calls 
to Delay changes for different values of Timer T1 in milli-
seconds. 
 

 

Figure 4. Chart comparing the average Session time set up 
to Loss change for different values of Timer T1 in millisec-
onds. 
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through rapid retransmission of Invite messages, the cor-
rupted messages can immediately be compensated and it 
can cause the reduction of the average time of the session 
initiation. 

Also through observing Figure 5, which represents the 
amount of Invite message retransmission, we can under-
stand that by reducing the Timer the retransmission boo- 
sts and we can find out the point that since the network 
Delay is low (1 milliseconds) the amount of retransmis-
sion would be low and in the worst case (here Loss is 
equal to 10%) and the smallest selected Timer also does 
not set the amount of retransmission to 10%. So it has 
significant impact on the occupation of the bandwidth 
and on the other hand, it won’t have a lot of processing 
overload for UAS. It is necessary to mention that the rate 
of the contacts loss during this phase of the test is zero. It 
means that in the absence of so much Delay, Loss does 
not have a lot of impact on the loss of the contacts. 

3.5. Study of the Rate of the Set up Calls 

One of the other factors that can affect the session initia-
tion time and can be effective in the Protocol result is the 
set-up contacts rate. The set-up contacts rate can be effec- 
tive on the average time of set up contacts in various 
ways. Its first impact is on the communication bandwidth 
between two elements (UAC and UAS) i.e. If the limita-
tion is on the bandwidth of the communication path be-
tween two Nods, the traffic and the load over the SIP 
messages causes creation of Congestion, on the other 
hand, it causes the increase of RTT and consequently, the 
increase of the necessary average time to initiate sessions 
and on the other hand, through the creation of the Packet 
loss the amount of retransmission will increase and as a 
result, by increasing the density, the efficiency of the 
Protocol will reduce more. The next effect of the contacts 
rate increase is to apply the resources in the server (here 
the UAS Nod). By noting resources we mean, process 
capacity and memory, which can result in effecting on 
processing speed and also increasing the time of wait  
 

 

Figure 5. Chart comparing the changes of Invite message 
retransmission to the changes of the failed messages for 
different values for Timer T1 in milliseconds. 

ing in the queue and thus increasing the time required to 
initiate the session and thus reducing the efficiency. 
Since in here, we just study the Delay rate of contacts, 
we have tried to set the other parameters including 
Packet loss and Delay in a way, so that there won’t be 
any interference in the results achieved. Therefore, the 
test environment has been selected in a way that the Pac- 
ket loss is very minor and it is almost zero and the net-
work delay is also about a millisecond.  

This test has also been done in several stages, in a way 
that the rate of SST has been measured and evaluated 
with the rate of the load change. We should know that 
this test was repeated for different values of Timer T1, so 
that the effect of the Timer in different amounts of SIP 
traffic load can be evaluated in a more appropriate way. 
Figure 6 displays the average changes of the sessions’ 
initiation time to the load changes for different amounts 
of Timer T1. As it can be observed in the low amounts of 
Traffic load, Timer T1 does not have a noticeable effect 
on the average time of the session initiation, but the in-
crease of the set up contacts rate has more effect on the 
Timer and it increases the session initiation average time 
in a greater degree, but in low amounts of the Timer the 
effect of the load is so much less. As it has been observed 
to reduce the negative effect of load increase, it is better 
that Timer T1 increases. Of course, it is in the conditions 
that the Delay rate is very low. 

To consider the costs of this selection, we also evalu-
ate the percentage of Invite messages retransmission. 
Figure 7 represents the retransmission changes to the 
Load changes for Timer T1 different amounts. 

As it has also been anticipated, the small Timer will be 
a factor for more retransmission, which is also the same 
here. As it can be observed, in the range of the Traffic 
and selected Timers as much as 10 times increase of 
Timer T1, SST will be approximately 10 times, while the 
retransmission rate will be roughly half that will be in-
dicative of the advantages of using smaller Timers in the 
conditions of Load increase. 

 

 

Figure 6. Chart of comparing the changes of the Session 
initiation time with Load changes for different values of 
Timer T1 in seconds. 
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Figure 7. Chart of comparing the Invite message retrans-
mission changes to load changes for Timer T1 different val-
ues in milliseconds. 

4. Timer T1 Adaptive 

As it has already been mentioned, Timer T1 specifies the 
initial values of Timer A as well as Timer B. Timer A 
has the task to retransmit Invite message and Timer B 
has the task of finishing the session in case a reply is not 
received. It seems, in order to have the Protocol perfor- 
mance to the best condition; we must perform the Invite 
message retransmission, in the best time, when the reply 
is not received from UAS. If the retransmission is done 
later than its time, it will result in increasing of the aver-
age time required to initiate a session and sooner than 
that, it might be in vain. 

4.1. Detection of Invite Message Retransmission  
Time 

To determine the time required for waiting to get replies, 
we will analyze it. In this case, we should evaluate the 
time it takes to receive the reply, after transmitting the 
Invite message (which is called Delay (invite→ok)), therefore, 
we can obtain the time it takes to receive reply through 
the following total periods of time. 
 The period of time it takes that the Invite message 

UAC reaches UAS (it is called Delay(invite-propagation)). 
 The period of time it takes that Invite message is 

analyzed in UAS and temporary or final reply mes-
sage is initiated. This time is the sum of all waiting 
periods of time in the queue and UAS processing (it is 
called Delay(Queuing/Processing)). 

 The period of time it takes, that the reply message 
(temporary or final) reaches from UAS to UAC (It is 
called Delay(Ok-Propagation)). 

   

  

invite ok invite-propagation

Queuing/Processing Ok-Propagation

Delay Delay  

Delay Delay

 

  



 (3) 

To determine the values of the above equation, we per- 
form the following procedure: 

1) To determine  
Delay(invite-propagation) + Delay(Ok-Propagation), we use Ping. 

With this estimation we can get the transmission and 
receiving time in the network or RTT. As we know the 
length of the transmitted packages in the network has 
effect during their sending and receiving and the larger 
length of the packages will cause the RTT time increase. 
To more appropriately estimate the Invite message 
transmission time and receiving the reply message it has 
been tried to use the Ping packages with a suitable length. 
According to [1] as average the Invite message length 
728 Bytes and the OK message length is 573 Bytes. 
Therefore, the transmitted Ping packages length has se-
lected as much as possible fit the SIP message length. 

  invite-propagation ok-propagationRTT Delay Delay   (4) 

2) To determine UAS processing time the following 
method is suggested: 

First we describe one of the Protocol’s developments 
called Subscribe/Notify.  

Subscribe/Notify Development 
These two development methods are based on SIP that 
has been standard in RFC 3265. The general idea to cre-
ate this development has been sending information from 
an event or a parameter change in an SIP element to an-
other element. Subscribe is an SIP method. It means that 
it can be applied on an SIP request message. Notify can 
also be applied in a request message, although it is logi-
cally a reply. 

The Subscribe sender element is called Subscriber and 
the Notify sender element is called the Notifier. Sub-
scribe message usually contains the Expiration header, 
which indicates the length of time that the applicant de-
mands to continue receiving the Notifying messages. 
After termination of this period of time, if the applicant is 
willing to continue receiving the Notify messages, he 
must register his request in the Notifier again. Generally 
we should know that Notifier includes information of an 
event or it is a change in a parameter, which knowing it 
is valuable for the subscriber and subscriber has re-
quested them from Notifier, while registering his request. 

In each Notify, which is sent to the applicant, the re-
maining time until the transmission termination has been 
registered and through using it, the applicant can take 
action to register his request again. In replying to each 
notify, the OK reply to confirm receiving from subscriber 
will be transmitted to the Notifier (Figure 8). 

The frequency of Notify messages transmission is in 
this way, if a specified event occurs or if the required  

 

 

Figure 8. Subscribe/Notify development. 
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Parameter, which its information must be sent to the sub- 
scriber changes, the Notify message will be made imme-
diately in the Notifier and will be sent towards the Sub-
scriber. As the waiting in queue and the processing time 
in UAS Nod can be estimated and it is needed in UAC 
Nod, its estimation in UAC Nod encounters some prob-
lems (including getting the amount of free resources in 
UAS and estimating the amount of background load in it 
and …), the estimation and getting the time can be sub-
mitted to UAS. This means that in the UAS Nod, the 
time required creating the reply message for each Invite 
message request achieved and its average is maintained 
in the form of variable in UAS. It is obvious that the 
value of this variable according to the terms of the server 
and the method of averaging in different time intervals 
will change. Now, in order that the amount of this vari-
able, which is the average processing time in UAS Nod, 
is applied for decision-making, one of the developments 
of the SIP protocol in the name of Subscribe/Notify is 
applied. As it has already been explained about this de-
velopment of SIP, through it the amount of the above- 
mentioned variable whenever changes, it will be sent to 
the UAC Nod through the Notify messages. Therefore, in 
the form of online the UAC Nod will be aware of the 
time of queuing and processing in the UAS Nod. This 
amount is called Delay(Queuing/Processing). 

Generally, three conditions can be predicted for the 
transmitted Invite message: 

1) Retransmission despite the existence of Delay in the 
network 

2) Retransmission when the message is corrupted 
3) Retransmission when Loss occurs 
We analyze each of them separately as follows and in 

each case we will obtain the appropriate value of Timer 
T1: 

4.2. Retransmission Despite the Delay in  
Network 

Now, with regard to the above contents and the use of the 
contents of (3) & (4), the following formula can be used 
to estimate the Delay in receiving the reply and the 
proper retransmission time: 

  invite ok Queuing/ProcessingDelay RTT Delay   



   (5) 

Queuing/ProcessingTimer T1 RTT Delay         (6) 

From the above-mentioned formula it can be realized 
that RTT and the time required for queuing and process-
ing in UAS Nod, are the determiners for the Invite mes-
sage retransmission time. 

4.3. Retransmission When the Message is  
Corrupted 

As we have already mentioned, in case any error is cre-

ated in the Invite message (or temporary reply), the Invite 
message must be transmitted immediately. This means that 
in the event of a message malfunction, as soon as possible 
(possible minimum time) the message should be trans-
mitted again. Therefore, to estimate the minimum time 
required to retransmit the following procedure should be 
done. 

As we know, if the reply is not transmitted, the session 
will be terminated until the termination of Timer T1, and 
Timer B is 64 times more than Timer T1, so we can un-
derstand that Timer T1 can be 1 64  the time required 
for the reply to be received. That is, if Timer T1 is con-
sidered smaller than this amount, the session will be ex-
pired before receiving the reply, thus, the minimum time 
of the Timer is equivalent to the following formula: 

 

 

Minimum

Queuing/Processing

Timer T1

RTT Delay 64   
 

(7) 

Therefore, retransmission, when the failure occurs can 
be obtained through the above formula. 

4.4. Retransmission in the Event of Loss  

We know, in case of the existence of congestion in the 
network, Loss will happen and it results in the loss of the 
packages. If the Invite message is lost (or the reply loss), 
the Invite message retransmission should be delayed and 
the congestion and the negative effects will be reduced 
through reducing the rate of the retransmission. For this 
reason, to estimate the time required for retransmission, 
here we have considered K coefficient (K > 1) for re-
transmission: 

(Queuing/Processing)

Timer T1 

= K  (RTT + Delay )  
(8) 

5. Estimating the Timer T1 Adaptive 

As it is explained in the previous sections, 3 situations 
will occur for transmitted Invite message: 

1) The received UAS message and its reply will also 
return. 

2) The message or reply due to any reason is damaged 
on the track, so it cannot be applied. 

3) The message or its reply due to the existence of 
congestion and Loss occurred in the network is lost. 

Also for each state the appropriate amount of Timer 
T1 has been estimated. In order to be able to suggest the 
appropriate Timer, suitable weight should be related to 
each of the above components. The final amount of the 
Timer is the total above weight-given components. 

Now, to have the percentage of the corrupted messages, 
the following procedure is done: 

     
     

1 1

1 1 1

R P a P P a P P a P

P a P P a P P a P

1                 
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Therefore:  

 
 
 
 

1 1

1 1

1

P a P

R P a P P a P

P a P

                

       







 

Therefore: 

   1 1R P a P R       

Therefore: 

   1 1a P R R      P  

So the percentage of the defective messages is ob-
tained from the formula (9): 

   1 1 1a R R P P        

 

       (9) 

where P is the network Packet loss rate, (1-P) is the 
probability of the messages being reached, a is the per-
centage of the defective messages and R is the percent-
age of the retransmitted messages. 

Now we considering (6) - (9) relations the proposed 
Adaptive Timer can be expressed as follows: 

   
   

  

Queuing/Processing

Queuing/Processing

Queuing/Processing

Adaptive Timer T1

1 1 RTT Delay  

1 RTT Delay 64

RTT Delay

P a

a P

P K

   

   

   

  

Therefore: 

     
 Queuing/Processing

Adaptive Timer T1

1 1
RTT Delay

1 64

P a

a P PK



  
  

    

 

Therefore: 

    
Queuing/Processing

Adaptive Timer T1

1 1 64
RTT Delay

P a a

PK



    
 







 

Therefore, we will have: 

     
Queuing/Processing

Adaptive Timer T1

1 1 63 64
RTT Delay

P a

PK



   



 
 

 

where K (1 < K) is called the Invite message retransmis-
sion rate reduction coefficient to reduce congestion. 

6. Implementation of the Proposed Timer 

In this section, to study the proposed accuracy perform-
ance of the Timer, through representing three different 
samples it will be reviewed. 

1) Consider the circumstances that Loss = 5% and 
RTT = 600 ms and at the beginning, based on the default 
value of the Timer R is: R = 110%. Meanwhile, we have 
assumed the K coefficient 2. In these circumstances and 
on the basis of the proposed formula, the best time of the 
Timer T1, is specified approximately 700 milliseconds. 
Figures 9 and 10 respectively represent the SST changes 
and the percentage of retransmission packages to the 
Timer changes. 

As it is observed, in the circumstances that Timer T1 is 
more than about 700 ms, it causes the increase of SST 
and there will not be great recovery and if it is less than 
700 ms, it may reduce the SST, but it will greatly in-
creases the invite message retransmission. 

2) In this section, the proposed adaptive timer is com-
pared with the fixed Timer and T1 default, which is equi- 
valent to 500 milliseconds in the conditions that the net-
work delay is 100 and the amount of the network loss is 
variable. Figures 11 and 12 respectively show the SST 
changes and the invite message retransmission in terms 
of Loss changes for the proposed fixed and adaptive 
Timer. As it is observed, the proposed formula shows 
appropriate improvement in SST. Of course, as it was 
anticipated, it also increases the amount of the message 
retransmission, which is very minor amount and it seems 
according to the rate of improvement, SST has appropri-
ate effect on the SIP protocol efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 9. Chart of the session initiation time average chan- 
ges to session Timer T1 in milliseconds. 
 

 

Figure 10. Chart of the Invite message retransmission chan- 
ges to Timer T1 changes in terms of milliseconds. 
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3) In this section, the proposed adaptive Timer is com-
pared with fixed Timer and Timer T1 default, which is 
the equivalent to 500 milliseconds in the circumstances, 
which the rate of conversation production has started 
from low amount and continues to heavy conversation 
rate up to 1800 contacts per second. Figure 13 shows the 
passage in the form of a function of the rate of incoming 
call requests in both cases, which indicates that despite 
the proposed adaptive timer, the proxy passage can be 
kept at the maximum capacity and this means to improve 
the performance, while facing with overload. 

 

 

Figure 11. Chart of comparing the session initiation average 
time changes to loss changes in Adaptive Timer T1 and 500 
milliseconds Fixed Timer. 
 

 

Figure 12. Chart comparing the Invite message retransmis-
sion changes to Loss changes in Adaptive and Fixed Timer 
T1. 
 

 

Figure 13. The throughput with Adaptive and Fixed Timer 
T1. 

7. Conclusion  

Considering the tests carried out, we can conclude, ac-
cording to the amount of Loss and network delay as well 
as SIP traffic, the proper selection of Layer protocol can 
be effective in the time required for the session initiation 
and as a result the efficiency. Using TCP prevents any 
call drop, but it results in SST more time and the utiliza-
tion of the bandwidth and CPU in the server and the cost 
of using UDP will be the existence of a slight call drop. 
In the conditions of the existence of Loss, using TCP is 
also optimal both in terms of SST and also in terms of 
call drop. Also, considering the experiments carried out, 
we have noticed the great effect of the appropriately 
regulating of Timer T1. As much as Timer T1 amount 
becomes smaller, the SST also reduces, but its cost is the 
increase of Invite message retransmission, which has a 
negative impact on the use of bandwidth and the CPU on 
the server. We should know that Timer T1 cannot be 
considered smaller than 1 64  time required to send the 
Invite message and receive a reply, because it will cause 
the sessions timeout. To make the SST time optimal (con- 
sidering the amount of Invite message retransmission), 
Timer T1 must become larger, in the case of RTT in-
crease, the time required for processing on the server 
increase and Loss increase and in case of the increase of 
the percentage of the messages malfunction, Timer T1 
must become smaller. Meanwhile, the adaptive provided 
Timer, which was suggested with respect to the amount 
of Loss and Delay and messages malfunction, was evalu-
ated and showed that to the proper extent, it has reduced 
the SST and it has not had a lot of negative impact on the 
message retransmission. 
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